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Betting on the Client: Alternative Litigation Funding Is an Ethically Risky Proposition for Attorneys and Clients

By Carol Langford*

All litigation requires some degree of financing, either by the parties themselves or, in the case of a contingency or pro bono case, by the firm extending credit and expense against the future proceeds of settlement or judgment. Some clients, however, lack the resources to fund litigation, regardless of the potential final award, or have medical or living expenses that must be paid before the suit is resolved and which the plaintiff’s attorney cannot pay on the client’s behalf.1

Alternative or third-party litigation funding is not new. Third-party litigation funding was historically classified as champerty, and its related generally-outlawed practices of maintenance, usury, and barratry.2 “Put simply, maintenance is helping another prosecute a suit; champerty is maintaining a suit in return for a financial interest in the outcome; and barratry is a continuing practice of maintenance or champerty.”3 Champerty in particular is “[a]n agreement between an officious intermeddler in a lawsuit and a litigant by which the inter-
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1. See Model Rules of Prof’l. Conduct r. 1.8(e) (2013) (“A lawyer shall not provide financial assistance to a client in connection with pending or contemplated litigation . . . .”); Cal. Rules of Prof’l. Conduct r. 4-210(A) (2013).
meddler helps pursue the litigant’s claim as consideration for receiving part of any judgment proceeds.\textsuperscript{4}

The concept of third-party funding originated in ancient Greece,\textsuperscript{5} then later emerged in Australia\textsuperscript{6} and England during the Middle Ages.\textsuperscript{7} In the 1990s, Americans began utilizing third-party funding as a way to give a few thousand dollars to plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{8} This “law lending”\textsuperscript{9} funded relatively small consumer suits, typically in matters relating to personal injury or divorce.\textsuperscript{10} Currently, twenty-seven out of fifty-one jurisdictions—including Arizona, Colorado, California, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Texas, and D.C.—permit some form of champerty, so long as there is no intermeddlng with how the litigation is conducted, the suit is not frivolous, and there is no malice champerty at play.\textsuperscript{11} Defined generally by the American Bar Association (ABA), third-party litigation funders “provide capital used to support litigation-related activities, or to support clients’ ordinary living expenses during the pendency of litigation.”\textsuperscript{12} Unlike traditional litigation funding from clients or firms, these sources of funding stretch into the realm of personal financing during the period when a client is engaged in litigation, and reach beyond support of the case itself.

Alternative Litigation Funding (ALF) can come in various forms. Consumer-based ALF typically targets personal-injury plaintiffs, and other clients with smaller claims.\textsuperscript{13} In this type of ALF, the funder
takes a partial percentage of a claim that is not yet settled.\textsuperscript{14} Alternatively, commercial ALF lenders generally supply loans or lines of credit to lawyers or law firms as opposed to taking an interest in a claim from clients.\textsuperscript{15}

The funding of class actions and other high-end litigation like patent matters also often no longer comes from the firm itself or a law firm line of credit.\textsuperscript{16} Third-party litigation funders have seen the profits to be made and increased their funding efforts.\textsuperscript{17} Alan Zimmerman, CEO and Co-CIO/Legal Counsel of LawFinance Group,\textsuperscript{18} stated that he funded “$9 million in financings during Thanksgiving week alone, even with time off for turkey and stuffing.”\textsuperscript{19} Mr. Zimmerman, his company, and other similar companies view financing litigation as an investment.\textsuperscript{20}

ALF is booming, and even investment funds are becoming involved in this practice.\textsuperscript{21} This method of funding is largely unexamined, and it is currently unregulated by the federal government.\textsuperscript{22} Surprisingly, there is little to no guidance for lawyers regarding the ethical issues that arise from working with third-party litigation funders in California.

Interest rates for loans can vary from 2.5-15\%, compounded monthly.\textsuperscript{23} What are the lawyer’s duties regarding advising the client that a typical interest charge of 2.94\% compounded monthly\textsuperscript{24} can
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end up being around 40% of the loan amount or more per year? Some loan agreements specify that the funder is entitled to the full judgment award if it is less than the amount financed, and not all agreements state that attorney’s fees must be paid before the third-party litigation funders.25 There is also a confidentiality risk if opposing counsel asks a client in an interrogatory if his case was funded.26 If the client says yes, the opposing counsel may claim the right to view all documents the firm gave the funder, and to know everything the client and his lawyer said to the funder.27

Part I of this Article examines case law as well as bar association opinions regarding the attorney-client privilege when dealing with third-party litigation funders. Part II provides a hypothetical scenario demonstrating how ALF can present unexpected ethical issues for unwary lawyers. Part III discusses the arguments made by supporters of ALF, and subsequently casts doubt as to their strength. Part IV outlines another hypothetical situation designed to raise questions about a lawyer’s ability to competently represent a client when dealing with third-party litigation funders. Part V argues that ALF needs to be regulated going forward. Part V also offers as potential solutions new state bar regulations, detailed attorney-client agreements, explicit contracting provisions that treat third-party litigation funders like insurance companies, and federal regulations. This Article concludes by emphasizing that lawyers have an obligation to act in their client’s best interests and must be aware of the potential conflicts of interests that emerge when deciding to engage in ALF.

I. Gaps in Authority Regarding the Attorney-Client Privilege

Few courts have opined on the confidentiality of the funding process, but Leader Technologies, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.,28 Dodd v. Cruz,29 ethics opinions from the New York City Bar Association,30 and an ABA informational report issued by the Ethics 20/20 Commission suggest that lawyers must be mindful of waiving the attorney-client privilege.

25. Id.
26. Id.
27. See 32 Am. Jur. 3d Proof of Facts 189 (1995) (explaining that information and documents shared with a third party can be subject to discovery if the attorney-client privilege is waived).
These authorities also remind attorneys to be aware of conflicts of interest and the duty of loyalty to the client. \footnote{See Dodd, 167 Cal. Rptr. 3d at 606–07 n.3 (“MedFi has taken the position that the amount of its lien is the full amount of Coast’s bill, and that it expects to be paid by Dodd for the full amount regardless of what a trier of fact decides is the reasonable value of Coast’s services. This appears to raise a conflict of interest for Dodd’s attorney.”); N.Y.C. Bar Ass’n Comm. on Prof’l Ethics, Formal Op. 2011-2 (“A conflict also may arise in the event the lawyer is asked to advise the client about financing when the client cannot afford to commence or continue litigation absent a third party advance of the lawyer’s fees.”); ABA Comm’n on Ethics 20/20, Informational Report to the House of Delegates, at 39 (2011) (“Lawyers must adhere to principles of professional independence, candor, competence, undivided loyalty, and confidentiality when representing clients in connection with ALF transactions.”).}

A. Leader Technologies, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.

\textit{Leader Technologies, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.} illustrates the risk to attorneys and their clients in sharing privileged information with a third-party litigation funder. \textit{Leader Technologies} was a patent infringement case brought by Leader Technologies against Facebook. \footnote{Id.} Leader Technologies shared privileged technical documents with a litigation financing company, \footnote{Id. at 376.} and the magistrate judge compelled production of these documents. \footnote{Id. at 375.} Leader Technologies asserted that the documents were protected under the common legal interest privilege. \footnote{Id. at 376.} The common legal interest, Leader asserted, was the company’s interest in financing the litigation, and the documents were shared only after the company provided the litigation funding. \footnote{Id.} The court was not persuaded by Leader Technologies’ privilege claim. \footnote{Id.} In order to give “sufficient force” to a common interest claim of privilege, there must be a demonstration that “the disclosures would not have been made but for the sake of securing, advancing, or supplying legal representation.” \footnote{Id. (quoting In re Regents of Univ. of Cal., 101 F.3d 1386, 1389 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (internal quotation omitted)).} Further, for a communication to be protected, the interests must be “identical, not similar, and be legal, not solely commercial.” \footnote{Id. (quoting In re Regents, 101 F.3d at 1390).} Consequently, the court found that Leader Technolo-
gies waived its privilege claim by sharing information with a third-party litigation funder.40

B. Dodd v. Cruz

Dodd v. Cruz also illustrates the risk of waiving any potential privilege in documents by sharing them with a third-party funder, as well as the conflict of interest that an attorney places onto himself by making an independent financial investment in a client’s legal action. In Dodd, the plaintiff received post-accident surgery paid for by a third-party. The payment secured a medical lien against his litigation claim.41 The president of the third-party company, which bought the lien from the health care provider, was the plaintiff’s attorney.42 The conflict of interest created was that the attorney now had two mutually exclusive fiduciary duties: his fiduciary duty to his company to collect as much as possible from the client on the lien,43 and his duty of loyalty to his client to reduce the amount of the lien and achieve the best litigation outcome.44

Although the third-party lender stated in court documents that it expected all debtor-plaintiffs to pay the full book value of the health care provider’s charges, regardless of the litigation’s outcome, nothing in the court’s record indicated that the plaintiff was aware of that expectation or had agreed to it.45 The defendant filed a motion to assess the plaintiff’s reasonable damages.46 The third-party litigation funder objected to the production of documents related to its “lien contracts” on the grounds that they were “confidential, proprietary and irrelevant.”47 However, the court held that the information was discoverable, regardless of any privilege the lender or plaintiff might assert, because it was reasonably calculated to lead to discoverable information on the rational value of the medical services
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44. See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.2(a) (2013); MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.7(a)(2) (2013).
45. Dodd, 167 Cal. Rptr. 3d at 604.
46. Id. at 606.
47. Id. at 604.
administered to the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{48} The documents were particularly relevant because they might have revealed that the plaintiff was not actually responsible for the costs incurred,\textsuperscript{49} or that the value of the medical care was less than the amount of the lien, as the lien would have also accounted for the costs of lending.\textsuperscript{50}

\section*{C. Association of the Bar of the City of New York Formal Ethics Opinion 2011-2}

The Association of the Bar of the City of New York Committee on Professional Ethics Formal Opinion 2011-2 (the “New York Opinion”) specifically addresses the ethical concerns and safeguards attorneys should take when their clients are accessing ALF, specifically regarding non-recourse loans.\textsuperscript{51} Non-recourse loans in this context are repayable by the litigant out of the proceeds of settlement or judgment awards. The financiers are entitled to repayment as well as special fees, often a percentage of the total settlement or award.\textsuperscript{52} In general, non-recourse debt or loans do not allow the lender to seek recovery for anything more than the collateral used to secure the loan, and the borrower is not held personally liable for the debt.\textsuperscript{53}

As the New York Opinion illustrates, in determining whether to fund a given action, the third-party litigation funder must contact the claimant’s attorney for confidential and privileged information regarding the case.\textsuperscript{54} The funding agreement may also require periodic updates from the attorney and access to the client’s file as terms of the funding contract.\textsuperscript{55} According to the New York Opinion, it is the lawyer’s duty to advise the client against entering into an agreement that is \textit{de facto} unlawful because it is champertous or charges usurious

\textsuperscript{48} Id. at 609.
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\textsuperscript{52} N.Y.C. Bar Ass’n Comm. on Prof’l Ethics, Formal Op. 2011-2.
\textsuperscript{55} Id. (citing The Funding Process, LAWMAX LEGAL FINANCE, http://litigationfinancing.com/the-funding-process/ (last visited Feb. 2, 2011) (“We . . . ask . . . that we be kept aware of any developments in the case.”)).
Whether ALF funding can be usurious or champertous is not yet settled.

Additionally, if the attorney is recommending a funding source, the lawyer should discuss with the client the costs and benefits of a non-recourse loan, and highlight the limitations on a client’s actual recovery due to loan repayment and percentage-fees combined with the existing costs and fees of litigation.

With regard to conflicts of interest, the New York Opinion focuses on the fundamental ethical tenent that an attorney cannot put his own interests above the client’s. In addition to third-party litigation funders paying a client’s personal, medical, and living expenses, it can be safely assumed that the attorney’s fees and costs of litigation are also paid out of these funds. If the client cannot legitimately begin or continue litigation, the attorney’s duty of candor compels a frank discussion with the client about ALF, even if the client ultimately does not pursue the litigation.

The vulnerability of the attorney-client privilege is readily apparent in ALF because attorneys share client information to obtain financing. While the question of whether sharing client and case information with a third-party funder waives privilege and confidentiality is not definitively settled, but the argument that the common interest privilege does not apply to a strictly financial interest in the litigation’s outcome is persuasive, as shown above in Leader Technologies and Dodd. For very large claims, third-party litigation funders additionally often reserve the right to further disclose the case and the client’s information to additional third-party financiers. The New York Opinion cautions that the third-party disclosure cannot ethically occur without the client’s informed consent, which brings the attorney back to the duty of candor with the client about the potential risks in ALF.

The final ethical concern raised in the New York Opinion is perhaps the most threatening to a client’s interests in litigation: losing
control over the legal proceeding. In order to maximize its return, a third-party litigation funder may object to steps that would benefit the client if it would either reduce the potential award or settlement amount, or increase litigation costs and diminish the available profit margin. The client may consent to this intermeddling, however, it is the responsibility of the attorney to act on her client’s behalf, ensuring that he is apprised of what he may be giving up in exchange for this type of non-recourse financing.

D. ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 Informational Report on Alternative Litigation Funding

The ABA’s Commission on Ethics 20/20 Informational Report (the “Informational Report”) is currently the most comprehensive report on the ethical issues of ALF. However, the Informational Report suffers from the same defects as other ethics opinions: it examines the problems, but does not resolve or offer definite solutions to any of the risks posed by ALF. The Informational Report discusses (1) conflicts of interest; (2) interference with an attorney’s independent professional judgment; (3) implicit interference in the plaintiff’s calculation of whether to settle a claim and for how much; (4) confidentiality, privilege, and work product; (5) reasonableness of fees when costs of financing may be passed along to the client; and (6) the ethical entanglements when the attorney either recommends ALF, or obtains a personal financial interest in the outcome of the claim because of an investment through a third-party litigation funder. An attorney’s involvement in the funding process could limit the attorney’s capacity for undivided client advocacy and would require the client’s informed consent to the attorney’s representation. Withdrawal from representation would leave the client in no better position because of the costs associated with starting over with a new attorney, but the attorney would be free from the ethical dilemmas presented by ALF.

63. Id.
64. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.7 cmt. 13 (2013).
66. Id. at 25-26.
67. Id. at 27-29.
68. Id. at 30-36.
69. Id. at 36-38.
70. Id. at 24-26.
71. Id. at 39.
Avoiding ALF is not a long-term solution, as the ABA’s Commission on Ethics 20/20 (the “Commission”) recognizes. The Commission concludes that because the market demands this type of financing, transactions between third-party litigation funders, clients, and attorneys will continue to evolve and exist. Nevertheless, the Commission determined that attorneys must adhere to the core ethical duties of professional independence, candor, undivided loyalty, competence, and confidentiality. The crux of the conflict is how an attorney can actually continue to adhere to those ethical loyalties while engaging in ALF transactions. The discussion does not offer any applicable, practical advice on how to meet market demands while adhering simultaneously to these ethical duties. The Informational Report identifies the relevant ethics issues ALF creates, provides several hypothetical scenarios, and lists the relevant ABA Rules that apply to third-party litigation funders. However, it does not offer any practical guidance to practitioners beyond a caution that attorneys “not experienced in dealing with these funding transactions” become fully informed, either through study or by partnering with more experienced counsel. In a field that the Informational Report acknowledges as a “still-evolving industry,” even purportedly experienced attorneys operate under scant guidance on regulation, hence impairing their licenses and their client’s interests in the process.

II. Scenarios Presenting Potential Conflicts of Interest

Even when provided guidance from the Informational Report and available opinions, questions remain unanswered. In addition to the scenarios in the example cases and advisory sources, ALF is infested with other potential conflicts of interests for the unwary lawyer. Among them are conflicts with the following circumstances:

- When the attorney provides a letter identifying the worth of the claim;
- When the client wants to settle for quick cash while the lawyer wants to negotiate further to get more, but the client pays the compounding interest rate;

72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id. at 13-15.
75. Id. at 4.
76. Id. at 3.
• Where a lender wants to prolong the litigation to recover on their investment and refuses to allow the client to settle by forcing the settlement issue to arbitration;
• Where so much interest is owed that the lawyer simply cannot settle and has to try for more at trial;
• Where funding is withdrawn and the attorney cannot afford to fund the discovery needed to prepare the case;
• When the lawyer may recover his fee but the client could potentially recover nothing because of what the client owes in interest.

How do these conflicts arise? Imagine that Clare Client, who was injured in a car accident, hires Laura Lawyer. Laura has calculated the damages for which Clare can reasonably sue and the costs of bringing suit. Laura determines that the case is meritorious, as she is likely to prevail at trial or settle for an amount sufficient to cover Clare’s damages and her attorney’s fees. If the case runs a typical course, Laura will be able to take the case on a contingency fee. Laura knows that she ethically cannot pay Clare’s current bills and expenses, even though Clare is unable to work, and Clare cannot obtain traditional financing due to her poor credit. In order to maintain her mortgage and other bills, Clare contacts a third-party consumer legal funder that caters to plaintiff’s litigation clients. Two scenarios could then occur: (1) Clare enters into a contractual financing agreement with the lender without consulting Laura, or (2) she consults with Laura, but Laura is unfamiliar with this type of financing. In order to help Clare secure the financing, Laura provides the third-party litigation funder her estimate of what the case is worth. Laura fails to scrutinize the contract for elements that would run contrary to her ethical duties, knowing only that her client needs to pay her bills while litigation is pending on her valid claim.

In this hypothetical, neither Clare nor Laura understood that the financing contract contains an enforceable provision giving the lender the right to accept or reject settlement proposals.\footnote{77. See id. at 27-29.} Contractually, this provision is valid, as it is part of the bargained-for exchange and not necessarily unconscionable. However, it is a huge ethical landmine for Laura. She unknowingly allows her client to exchange control over the litigation and settlement for third-party funding without advising Clare of the risks, as recommended by the ABA and ex-
isting ethics opinions. Additionally, the terms of the financing include the typical 2.94% compounded interest rate discussed earlier in this Article. The interest starts to accrue on the money borrowed from the third-party litigation funder, incentivizing Clare to quickly settle. Laura accepted the case based on a monetary calculation that did not include financing from the third-party litigation funder, and now Laura is incentivized to press for a higher settlement in order to minimize her mounting costs and interest. The third-party litigation funder’s priority is to recoup its loan and fees, regardless of the client’s interests or the attorney’s ethical obligations. Third-party litigation funding, as the ABA and California Rules of Professional Conduct make clear, is allowed so long as it does not interfere with the lawyer’s independent judgment or loyalty to the client. But the focus for all parties—Clare, Laura, and the third-party litigation funder—is now on settling as quickly as possible for as much as possible, in order to pay back the loan rather than to serve the interests of the injured client.

This hypothetical shows how clients and lawyers can find themselves unexpectedly entangled with a third-party litigation funder in a way that alters the course of the litigation. The Informational Report provides several other examples of hypothetical situations an attorney might encounter in the context of ALF. Additionally, it illustrates how this type of funding stream can have irregular effects on the course of litigation and settlement, due to and depending on the contractual specifics of the funding agreement. At the ethical heart of these scenarios is an insurmountable conflict of interest between the lawyer and the client. The lawyer’s duty of loyalty to the client is compromised when the client goes into debt to maintain her litigation—and to pay the attorney’s fees.

A. Ethical Issues in Alternative Litigation Funding of Low-End Personal Injury Litigation

Litigation funding as an unregulated industry exacerbates ethical issues. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) does not regulate this funding source, and it is unregulated by lender laws because

78. See id. at 28.
79. See Langford, supra note 24.
80. See Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct r. 1.8 cmt. 11 (2013); Cal. Rules of Prof’l Conduct r. 3-310(F)(1) (2015).
81. ABA Comm’n on Ethics 20/20, Informational Report to the House of Delegates, at 26-27 (2011); see also Steinitz, supra note 9, at 489-90.
third-party litigation funders claim not to be lenders. As discussed in the current scholarship, third-party litigation funders, particularly in the consumer lending context, structure themselves to avoid usury and champerty laws by charging fixed interest rates and issuing non-recourse loans.\textsuperscript{82} These loans are not due unless the borrower prevails, making them unlike traditional loans, thus falling outside of the regulatory scheme of other types of lending. With the exception of the Ohio Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Rancman v. Interim Settlement Funding Corp.},\textsuperscript{83} third-party litigation funders successfully argued in court that neither champerty prohibitions nor usury laws apply to non-recourse loans that are repayable solely out of litigation recoveries.\textsuperscript{84} In order to overturn the \textit{Rancman} opinion, the American Legal Financing Association (ALFA), the industry’s largest association and lobbying group composed of thirty-one ALF companies,\textsuperscript{85} successfully lobbied the Ohio legislature to write a law overturning the lone Ohio Supreme Court decision voiding an ALF contract as champerty and maintenance.\textsuperscript{86} ALFA estimates that its members supply 90\% of the ALF currently in the market and that over 60\% of those consumers utilized this funding in order to avoid a client’s eviction or foreclosure.\textsuperscript{87} While ALFA presents this as evidence of its beneficial and pro-consumer purpose, a majority percentage of consumer-litigants dependent on these financing agreements are in a weak bargaining position, and the negative effects of making these deals should be highlighted.

However, rather than falling under the existing regulatory systems for loans, ALFA presents ALF as a beneficial and self-regulating industry. ALFA published a list of “Best Practices” for third-party litigation funders—a members’ “Code of Conduct.”\textsuperscript{88} According to this “Code” members will not seek to own, interfere with, or participate in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{83} 789 N.E.2d 217, 221 (Ohio 2003) ("[A] contract making the repayment of funds advanced to a party to a pending case contingent upon the outcome of that case is void as champerty and maintenance.").
\item \textsuperscript{84} Molot, supra note 82, at 94-95.
\item \textsuperscript{85} Am. Legal Finance Ass’n, http://www.americanlegalfin.com/ (last visited Sept. 25, 2014).
\item \textsuperscript{87} Facts About ALFA, Am. Legal Finance Ass’n, supra note 86.
\end{itemize}
a consumer’s litigation and will not act to over-fund litigation or mislead consumers.89 However, there is no apparent enforcement power behind these “Best Practices,” and a survey of financing agreements in ALF case law shows that participation, ownership, and otherwise meddling are written into the terms of the agreements. ALFA, posing as a regulatory body, might be trying to avoid government regulation in its untested, grey-area of money lending. Without guidance and enforcement from the state bar associations or the ABA, the unwary attorney is given no regulatory guidance. Lack of regulation exacerbates any ethical dilemma, as it assumes lawyers are sophisticated dealers in this type of funding—a problematic assumption given the variety and evolution of funding products. Clients, often unsophisticated legal consumers and usually unaware of an attorney’s ethical duties, do not necessarily understand how problematic the loans can be. This, in turn, complicates the ethics issues of attorney-client relations. Attorneys are placed in precarious situations as a result of their clients’ independent actions.

Lack of industry regulation is particularly problematic for clients who have minimal personal funds to spend on litigation. Low-end consumer litigation funders like Pegasus,90 Oasis,91 or USClaims92 appear to target the poor and injured, as evidenced by the websites’ headlines and content.93 Oasis’s website prominently displays testimonials such as, “I really needed the money, me and my family had no food,”94 or “The cash from Oasis has helped me not be homeless.”95 Pegasus’s website shows potential borrowers a hand full of money, with the caption, “We can advance you cash today!”96 The overt, easy-money salesmanship of these third-party litigation funders further shows the importance of an attorney’s ethical obligations and the necessity of informing their clients of the costs, benefits, risks, and terms of an agreement accompanying this kind of funding.

89. Id.
94. OASIS LEGAL FINANCE, supra note 91.
95. Id.
96. PEGASUS LEGAL FUNDING, supra note 90.
B. Issues of Alternative Litigation Funding in High-End and Complex Litigation

High-end funders that typically fund lawyers and law firms are also involved in commercial cases. An example of a high-end commercial funder is Gerchen Keller. Gerchen Keller funds corporations in lawsuits and also assists parties in evaluating the “strengths and weaknesses of litigation claims or defenses, the potential costs of litigation, the range of potential damage awards, and the expected economic benefit or cost of maintaining particular claims or defenses.”

The relevant ethical issue is whether Gerchen Keller can evaluate a funding opportunity without compromising client confidentiality. Gerchen Keller asserts that the company enters into a “consulting” agreement with the party or law firm. “Thus, before any non-public information is shared . . . we ensure that we share a common interest in the litigation.”

The argument that a third-party litigation funder falls under the common interest privilege exception is less than foolproof. In California, non-published information is considered confidential material of both the attorney and the client. Describing a third-party litigation funder as a “consultant” is a strategy relating to Federal Rule of Evidence 26, under which experts who are retained only as consultants, and not as testifying experts, can be kept within the attorney-client privilege. Labeled this way, third-party litigation funders can make the argument that their interests in the case are legitimate and non-adversarial, akin to sharing inside-information during a merger of business interests, or between clients, attorneys, and insurance com-

100. Id.
101. See supra Part I.A-B.
103. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(4)(B)-(C) (protecting documents and communications between a party’s attorney if used to prepare for litigation). The attorney-client privilege may be invoked with respect to: (1) a communication; (2) made between privileged persons; (3) in confidence; and (4) for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal assistance for the client. Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 68 (2000).
panies\textsuperscript{105} under a version of the common interest doctrine.\textsuperscript{106} Confidential client information obtained by third-party litigation funders during the financing process would therefore remain privileged and protected from discovery requests. Furthermore, even without similar exceptions gleaned from other contexts, the attorney-client privilege is held by the client, not the attorney, and can be voluntarily waived without resulting in an ethical breach, so long as the attorney adequately advised the client about the consequences of disclosure. As demonstrated in a court opinion\textsuperscript{107} and recent National Counsel for Professional Responsibility conference discussions,\textsuperscript{108} it is also possible for the attorney to waive the attorney-client privilege in the documents shared with the lender, but still retain work-product privilege through a confidentiality agreement. What remains unsettled are the parameters of informed client consent, whether a confidentiality agreement solves the waiver problem, and the extent to which an attorney can advise or dissuade a client about entering into an ALF agreement.

The ethical problems in commercial litigation are similar to those in consumer ALF, as demonstrated by \textit{Chevron Corp. v. Donziger}.\textsuperscript{109} In the underlying suit, the plaintiffs’ lead attorney Steven Donziger filed a class action lawsuit against Texaco on behalf of Ecuadorian Indians and farmers living near oil wells operated in the 1970’s and 1980’s.\textsuperscript{110} Chevron became a party to the lawsuit when it acquired Texaco.\textsuperscript{111} The plaintiff accused the oil company of causing widespread pollution

\textsuperscript{105.} \textit{See infra Part III.B.}

\textsuperscript{106.} \textit{See Pardau, supra note 20, at 75 (“Legislation specific to ALFs recently has been introduced in a few states based on the common interest doctrine. According to the legislation, the sharing of privileged information between a claimant and an ALF provider does not waive any applicable privilege.”).}

\textsuperscript{107.} \textit{See Miller UK Ltd. v. Caterpillar, Inc., No. 10 C 03770, 2014 WL 67340, at *16-17 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 6, 2014) (“To avoid the risk of disclosure, Miller took precautions through confidentiality agreements with at least some prospective funders. . . . It perhaps could be argued that the assertions that Miller and one or more prospective funders ‘agreed’ and had an ‘understanding’ regarding confidentiality are merely legal conclusions, and that therefore the Declaration should not be considered.”).}


\textsuperscript{110.} \textit{Id. at 383.}

\textsuperscript{111.} \textit{Id.}
and ill-health to the local population. Philadelphia plaintiffs-litigation firm, Kohn, Swift, & Graf and particularly its partner Joseph Kohn, originally funded the case. Additional backers included personal investors, an international third-party litigation funder, and hedge fund companies. When Chevron’s counsel successfully subpoenaed the plaintiffs’ funding documents, the funding contract revealed that there were eight tiers of funders. In a 485-page ruling, a verdict in favor of the plaintiffs was overturned. The court found that Donziger engaged in fraud, racketeering, money laundering, wire fraud, extortion, witness tampering, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act violations, and bribery in connection with the funding obtained while pursuing the two-decade long case. The attor-
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ney-client privilege protecting the requested documents would have been waived by the crime-fraud exception, even though the putative plaintiffs—the Ecuadorian farmers affected by the oil contamination—had done no criminal wrong and likely had no idea how the litigation was being funded.

The court also attempted to explain the web of third-party funding backing the plaintiffs’ case, which provided the necessary links to find the attorney’s actions illegal under anti-racketeering and money-laundering laws. The $18 billion judgment in favor of the plaintiffs—later reduced to $9.5 billion—was thrown out. But it is unlikely that the Ecuadorians would have benefitted much from any monetary judgment. As of July 2013, Donziger’s fraud defense attorney withdrew representation because, according to the attorney, Donziger could no longer pay his bills.

Although the ethical dilemmas in small, personal injury cases and larger scale litigation are similar, Chevron emphasizes the additional potential liabilities a lawyer subjects himself to when using extensive amounts of funding to pursue a big case.

III. Defenses by the Third-Party Litigation Funders

A. High Risks Associated with Providing Funding

One of the strongest arguments in support of ALF is that third-party litigation funders provide money to people who would not otherwise have the funds to support themselves while prosecuting a lawsuit. However, this is not the only type of cliental third-party litigation funders serve, as such funding assisted the lawyers prosecuting the recent civil BP oil cases. On the ALFA website, the funders argue that,
on average, they only charge 10% of the “estimated net value of the case,” creating the appearance that upon completion the borrower receives more than the lender regains on the loan principle, fees, and interest.

ALF supporters also justify their funding model by emphasizing their willingness to accept large amounts of risk. ALF loans are non-recourse, because the funders recoup nothing if there is no recovery. But if there is any recovery, they take a substantial amount. Loans must comply with usury laws, which typically set maximum interest rates. ALF loans typically exceed these rates, despite being technically nonrecourse. ALFA argues that these non-recourse loans and their interest rates are high because of the elevated risk the third-party litigation funder assumes by issuing a non-recourse loan. For example, if the borrower loses the case, the lender cannot recover. To avoid complying with states’ usury laws, third-party litigation funders argue that they are not subject to the laws because they are making an investment rather than a loan, essentially placing a bet on the successful outcome of a litigation action. To further justify the high interest rates and fees, third-party litigation funders contend that a typical car or home loan is secured by tangible property and is not nearly as risky as an investment in a lawsuit, which has no tangible collateral and no guaranteed outcome. They claim to be entitled to a usurious high annual interest rate because of the significant risk.

However, lots of normal transactions, such as buying stock, always pose a risk due to the unpredictability of the market. When passengers get on an airplane flight and the plane crashes due to a faulty engine repair, they will certainly receive compensation from some party, whether it is the airline or the plane manufacturer. Com-
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pared to the risks in these everyday transactions, the risk in investing in litigation is not substantial, especially when the lender funds a case after discovery closes.141

B. Third-Party Litigation Funders are No Different than Insurance Companies

Third-party litigation funders also assert that they are no different than an insurance company funded by a pool of law firms to provide defense of malpractice suits.142 Defendants’ insurance companies that take on the burden of litigation and require the cooperation of the insured have long funded defense-side litigation.143 ALF advocates in scholarship state that there is no great difference between liability insurance in litigation and ALF, and that the concerns over the legal ethics of ALF are misplaced.144 However, the essential difference between ALF and other kinds of funding is that insurance companies are highly regulated.145 ALF is not regulated,146 and insurance companies do not charge 40% annual interest to people already hurt and entitled to seek civil damages.147

Finally, third-party litigation funders contend that the funding agreements are tailored to the needs of the specific case, making it difficult to regulate.148 In reality, the agreements are not truly be-
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spoke; typical template provisions underlie each transaction. These template provisions (1) charge a usurious interest rate on the loan when calculated for annual compound interest and additional obligatory fees;\(^{149}\) (2) allow the funder to discontinue future funding at any point if the litigation is not going as expected,\(^{150}\) placing the client at the risk of losing control or being forced to abandon litigation; (3) allow the funder to force the client and lawyer to arbitrate settlements to give the funder assurance of the return on investment,\(^{151}\) or conversely disincentivize settlement due to the terms of the loan;\(^{152}\) (4) contain provisions that can adequately control the course of the case;\(^{153}\) (5) allow information sharing by the funder with other investors, waiving the attorney-client relationship;\(^{154}\) and (6) have negative covenants that disallow the plaintiff to execute any documents that might reduce the value of the funder’s investment.\(^{155}\)

IV. Promising ALF Regulatory Solutions

If ALF is similar to other types of financing already allowed in litigation—contingency fee agreements, third-party funding, and insurance—ALF arguably should be allowed in litigation as well. Like these other forms of funding, in ALF, the client agrees to give up some privilege or part of the damages awarded in exchange for funding to pursue or defend a legal claim. The flaw in this argument is that ALF sufficiently differs from these other types of funding. ALF has not been clearly regulated by the federal government, state governments, state bar associations, the ABA, or the courts. The preamble of the ABA’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct states that it is a lawyer’s
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responsibility to serve as an advisor and advocate for the client. A lawyer’s job is not just to help clients after they get into legal trouble, but also to warn clients and the public about legal risks before such problems arise. The lack of guidance, combined with the opportunity for predatory actions on vulnerable and under-informed clients in ALF, creates a dangerous atmosphere that a prudent lawyer should not enter. When funders and lawyers have the potential to leave the injured client with little recovery from his suit, then it is time to implement regulation and guidance from both lawmakers and state bar associations.

A. Contracting Solutions

1. Language in Attorney-Client Agreements

Although not specifically about ALF, the State Bar of California Standing Committee on Professional Responsibility and Conduct’s (COPRAC) 1994 Opinion (the “COPRAC Opinion”) regarding structured settlements touches on the same personal financial interest concern regarding attorney-client transactions that arise in the ALF context. The COPRAC Opinion advises the following:

The best protection for both Attorney and Client against the anomalies presented by a settlement offer that may put Client and Attorney at odds may be the inclusion, per Business and Professions Code section 6147 (a)(2), of language which recognizes and anticipates these situations and discusses how they will be dealt with when they arise, thus fully amplifying in the fee agreement how Attorney’s fee and Client’s recovery are interrelated.

Pursuant to the California Rules of Professional Conduct governing attorney-client transactions, the terms of any agreement that is reached between the attorney and client must be “fair and reasonable to client.” Currently, this is the best and clearest guidance given to attorneys to steer themselves through the multifaceted field of litigation financing because it relies on the generally understood and common mechanism of the fee agreement. Ahead of the client entering into a separate ALF financing agreement, the attorney can contract with the client to protect both herself and the client’s interests in the litigation.
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2. Contracts Between the Attorney, Client, and the Third-Party Litigation Funder

There are fundamental differences between consumer ALF and commercial ALF. Guidance on how to operate within each differs due to the types of clients involved and the reasons for obtaining the financing. However, contract law does not differentiate between consumer and commercial contracts, and there are common, fundamental ethical issues underlying both. Guidance on one will inevitably cross over to the other as the ALF field grows.

Maya Steinitz writes extensively on litigation financing, and her scholarship focuses, in part, on structural solutions for commercial litigation. Steinitz proposes that litigation funders act like venture capitalists that are involved in a similar relationship between the lender and borrower. This association is a contractual investment relationship, with funding tiered at important points in the litigation process. Importantly, her scheme for commercial litigation funding relies on transparency in both contractual terms and with regard to the investment-litigation’s likelihood of success. This funding model combines the plaintiff-funder relationship with the attorney-client relationship through a funder-inclusive, attorney-client arrangement contract.

This tri-partite negotiation has the potential, in both commercial and consumer litigation funding, to address the issues created by clients waiving the attorney-client privilege and unknowingly ceding control of the litigation contractually. This type of agreement between client, attorney, and funder should be required before litigation funders can claim a stake in the award or settlement. Attorneys would have an opportunity to investigate the terms of the ALF contract, advise their clients about risks and options, increase bargaining transparency, and increase the client’s bargaining power with the funders. As a result, delayed realizations of what was exchanged for funding would be avoided.
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Importantly, attorneys can control the way third-party litigation funders operate and negotiate with clients by building retainer agreements that require negotiated financing terms. These retainer agreements prevent clients from unknowingly jeopardizing their long-term interests, and binding the attorney to cumbersome third-party contract agreements. Julia McLaughlin explains that an agreement created to account for a third-party litigation funder’s presence would insulate the attorney-client relationship from any potential meddling.\(^{168}\) Therefore, any party who breaches the agreement would be held accountable through the enforcement of contract or tort law principles.\(^{169}\)

Additionally, the already regulated and existing attorney-client trust account\(^{170}\) can also be used to protect the client from any potential predation by third-party litigation funders. Any award or settlement funds, just as in the current system, should be held in a trust account and released to the funder only on the client’s authorization. An attorney’s duty of loyalty should preclude any conflicting contractual interests or agreements between the funder and the attorney.

### B. Treat Third-Party Litigation Funders like Other Funders or Insurance Companies

As discussed earlier, ALF advocates view the client-attorney-funder relationship similarly to litigation where the insurance company assumes the case away from the client.\(^{171}\) However, there are noteworthy differences. The insurance relationship begins before litigation, and its primary purpose is not an investment venture.\(^{172}\) In both ALF and insurance contexts, once funding is accepted, the client assumes a duty to cooperate with the funder, and the funder has a
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present and sometimes controlling interest in the litigation. The insurance company becomes a co-client of the attorney at the principle client’s allowance.173 Nothing ethically prevents a third-party litigation funder from being involved as a co-client if, as advocates argue, the interests are actually non-conflicting and the principle client gives informed consent.174 Perhaps the ethical issues would be ameliorated if the litigation funder were treated as if it were simply another third-party funder, clearly bound by client-controlled and attorney-advised terms regarding privilege and litigation control.

C. Attorney Litigation Financing

If regulation of ALF is beyond the scope of the state bar associations, and attorneys are unable to wield sufficient contractual clout over third-party litigation funders to protect individual clients, one alternative is to change the professional ethics rules to allow attorneys to loan clients funds for living expenses.175 Data shows that consumer litigation funding is not primarily used to pay the attorney or legal costs (which are usually already covered by the contingency system), but rather to provide for the client’s living expenses during litigation.176 If the legal profession is ethically threatened by the unregulated ALF industry catering to the clients’ needs, then perhaps the legal profession should allow attorneys to make loans to their clients to ensure internal regulation of attorney-client relations, as well as the internal regulation of this type of lending. This structure ensures regulation because attorneys are still bound by the duty of loyalty to their clients, unlike third-party litigation funders who make these deals solely for commercial gain.

D. Legislation and Regulation

1. The Parallels with State Regulation of Payday Lending

Payday lending is a type of short-term, high-interest rate, consumer loan that is an advance paid back from the consumer’s next paycheck.177 These loans are technically non-recourse because the col-
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lateral is only the borrower’s next paycheck or access to the borrower’s checking account for the amount of the loan. The fees on the amount borrowed are such that the annual percentage rate (APR) on amounts borrowed can be between 300-500% of the principal.179 Much like ALF, the research on payday loans shows that the majority of borrowers use the funds to cover ordinary, reoccurring expenses (e.g., rent, groceries, etc.) rather than extraordinary, unexpected expenses.181

Payday loans are not directly regulated by the federal government, although their activity does sometimes fall within the purview of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Truth in Lending Act,182 Fair Debt Collection Practices Act,183 and may be regulated in the future by the recently created Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.184 Otherwise, individual states regulate the payday loan industry, which results in differing regulatory systems and requirements. Similar to ALFA, the payday loan industry established its own member organization, the Community Financial Services Association of America. This organization is self-regulated—also through “Best Practices” guidelines—and focuses on protecting its members’ interests.187

Much like ALF, payday lending is perceived as one kind of lending system when, in actuality, it is a variety of lending products, vary-
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ing in price, size, duration, and consumer use.\textsuperscript{188} These different types of products call for varying types of regulatory applications, some of which can be carried over to ALF regulation. Two types of transferable regulation currently used by the states are price caps, which cap the APR charged, and size caps, which limit the maximum size of a payday loan.\textsuperscript{189} Some states use price caps to prohibit payday lending by setting the APR cap too low for the lender to operate profitably.\textsuperscript{190} Size caps limit the amount of debt that the borrower can assume.\textsuperscript{191} Illinois is an example of a state that implemented loan limits in its Payday Loan Reform Act,\textsuperscript{192} and combines limits on fees and the maximum amount borrowed.\textsuperscript{193} Under Illinois law, no lender may make a loan that exceeds $1,000, 25\% of the consumer’s gross monthly income, or charge more than $15.50 per $100 loaned.\textsuperscript{194} A lender is also prohibited from taking an interest in any of the consumers’ personal property to secure the loan.\textsuperscript{195}

If states can pass laws regulating payday loans in the interest of consumer protection, they should also be able to pass legislation regulating ALF as another type of high-interest, small-amount consumer loan. Capping the amount third-party litigation funders can receive from final settlements or awards has already been suggested. Data suggests consumer ALF is being used by client-consumers to finance living expenses—unlike commercial litigation, where ALF is used to fund only litigation efforts.\textsuperscript{196} There does not appear to be any genuine difference between the types of consumers obtaining payday loans and ALF. However, ALF differs in that the loan is made in the context of litigation and implicates parties having an attorney-client relationship. State regulation of small, loan-related consumer ALF might effectively solve the attorney’s “moral hazard” issues of intermeddling with the client’s interest and control over the course of litigation and settlement. Capping or controlling the amount that a third-party litigation funder collects may reduce the conflicting interests in deciding whether to settle or proceed with litigation.
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2. Federal Regulation of Non-Recourse Lending and Attorney Advocacy

If ALF develops to be less like payday loans and more like the non-recourse funding, then it falls under the regulatory power of the FTC, and potentially under the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. The third-party litigation funders, specifically consumer-litigation funders, follow the applicable federal laws concerning non-recourse loans, and hope to either avoid or shape federal laws about further regulation, as demonstrated by ALFA’s active presence. However, federal consumer financing regulation is surprisingly thin, covering broad, but shallow, aspects of the litigation funding industry. Thus, the legal profession must stress the ethical concerns to federal lawmakers and explain the impact of ALF in its current form on the legal profession.

Alternatively, if third-party litigation funders claim that they are investing—or gambling—in litigation, and therefore entitled to charge high fees and interest rates, then the activity is arguably governed by the same rules as venture capital funds that pool capital to invest in securities. Private venture capital investments under $150 million, however, are exempt from the Investment Advisers Act regulations as part of the 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. It appears that SEC regulation of ALF activities would occur only if the investment interests in cases were pooled together and sold, resulting in insider trading, market manipulation, or accounting issues.

Conclusion

There are several ethics opinions from various states on litigation funding, but they fail to address the prescient issues. COPRAC’s Formal Opinion 2002-159 trends in the ALF-regulation direction, but involves a lawyer advising the client to acquire a traditional loan in the
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form of a mortgage on the client’s house to finance the litigation.\textsuperscript{203} Los Angeles County Bar Association Formal Opinion 500 involves a lawyer going into the business of financing, and becoming a funder on a case in which he is not involved.\textsuperscript{204} The closest to reaching the ethical issues presented by ALF is COPRAC’s Formal Opinion 1994-135 regarding structured settlements, stating that a lawyer cannot take his fee in a way that defeats the very purpose of the client’s desire to settle.\textsuperscript{205}

With no real guidance, lawyers must conduct themselves with the utmost care when referring a client to a litigation funder or when seeking funding themselves. Lawyers should specifically explain to clients the issues that can arise from obtaining a loan having a compounding interest rate. An attorney must also discuss the potential discoverability of otherwise privileged statements and documents, as well as the ramifications if the client provides the statements and documents to a funder. In addition, potential conflicts of interest must be explored and consented to prior to discovering that any settlement offer would not cover both the funding and attorney’s costs.

This Article proposes numerous potential solutions intended to curb the ethical dilemmas ALF presents to attorneys. First, contractual solutions could be implemented that combine the plaintiff-funder and attorney-client relationship to facilitate transparency and informed negotiation among all interested parties. Alternatively, third-party litigation funders could be treated similar to insurance companies that cannot become involved in the litigation without explicit client consent. Finally, states or the federal government could pass legislation capping the amount a particular lawsuit could receive using ALF. State bar associations create regulations in which attorneys must abide to ensure the legal system functions as intended. However, when a practice develops that noticeably challenges these fundamental ethical tenents, it cannot merely be discussed in nonbinding opinions, but must be appropriately regulated.
